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The synchrotron cooling of relativistic electrons is one of the most effective radiation mechanisms
in astrophysics. It not only accompanies the process of particle acceleration but also has feedback on
the formation of the energy distribution of the parent electrons. The radiative cooling time of elec-
trons decreases with energy as tsyn ∝ 1/E; correspondingly the overall radiation efficiency increases
with energy. On the other hand, this effect strictly limits the maximum energy of individual photons.
Even in the so-called extreme accelerators, where the acceleration proceeds at the highest possible
rate, tacc = E/eBc, the synchrotron radiation cannot extend well beyond the characteristic energy
determined by the electron mass and the fine-structure constant: hνmax ∼ mec2/α ∼ 100MeV. In
a highly turbulent medium with a broad magnetic field distribution, this limit is shifted towards
higher energies. However, for any realistic distribution of the magnetic field, it cannot significantly
exceed hνmax. In this paper, we propose a model in which the formation of synchrotron radiation
takes place in compact magnetic blobs located inside the particle accelerator. We develop a for-
malism for calculations of synchrotron radiation emerging from such systems. We demonstrate that
for certain combinations of parameters characterizing the accelerator and the magnetic blobs, the
synchrotron radiation can extend into the very high energy (VHE) domain, hνmax ≥ 100 GeV. We
briefly outline the possible astrophysical implications of the results in the context of VHE radiation
of blazars and gamma-ray bursts.
I. INTRODUCTION
Acceleration of non-thermal particles in various astro-
physical environments requires the presence of electric
field. If high-energy particles are accelerated in a region
with a typical magnetic field, B0, then the time, required
for the particle to gain energy E, is tacc = ηE/(eB0c).
Here, η is a dimensionless parameter, namely the ra-
tio of the magnetic to the accelerating electric field,
η = B0/E0. If the acceleration proceeds in a MHD
flow, then E0 < B0 and the acceleration efficiency is con-
strained by η > 1. The acceleration is efficient only in the
energy range where the acceleration time is shorter than
the cooling time. For the case where synchrotron losses
dominate, the cooling rate is tsyn = 6pim
2
ec
3/(σtB
2
0E)
(here me, c, and σt are electron mass, speed of light,
and Thomson cross-section, respectively). The electrons
are subsequently accelerated up to a maximum energy
Emaxe =
√
6piem2ec
4/(σtηB0). Correspondingly, the elec-
trons which achieve this energy, produce synchrotron
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photons of energy hνmax ∼ mec2/(αη) ∼ 100η−1MeV
[1] (here α is the fine-structure constant).
In the case of stochastic particle acceleration, the spec-
trum of electrons does not stop abruptly but extends be-
yond Emaxe , although with a rather sharp cutoff shape,
e.g., exponential or faster [2]. Typically, the maximum
of the spectral energy distribution (SED), νFν , appears
at the energy exceeding hνmax. However, for any realistic
spectrum of electrons, the shift does not exceed a factor
of a few.
The sharp decrease in the synchrotron spectrum can
be altered, however, in a medium with inhomogeneous
magnetic fields. For the case of highly turbulent mag-
netic fields whose correlation length, λB , is small com-
pared to the electron’s nonrelativistic Larmor radius,
rL = mec
2/eB0, the radiation proceeds in the so-called
jitter regime. In this case, the peak in the radiation
spectrum is shifted to higher frequencies by the factor
of rL/λB [3]. Thus, for scenarios with extremely small-
scale turbulence, one can formally expect radiation in
the multi-GeV or higher energies. However, the plasma
physics community is quite pessimistic concerning the
condition of λB ≪ rL, and correspondingly considers the
2realization of magnetobremsstrahlung in the jitter regime
as a highly unlikely process. In principle, the presence
of large scale turbulence, λB > rL, can also have an im-
pact on the SED of synchrotron radiation. In particu-
lar, a broad power-law distribution of the magnetic field
strength can result in a rather long power-law tail of radi-
ation beyond hνmax [3]. However, for more realistic mag-
netic field strength distributions, e.g. a Gaussian type
distribution, the shift of the synchrotron peak is rather
mild [4].
In this paper, we explore a new scenario for boosting
the energy range of the synchrotron radiation utilising
the structure of the ambient magnetic field in the acceler-
ation region. The principle behind our proposed scheme
is the separation of the region of the electron acceleration
and the region(s) of effective synchrotron radiation. More
specifically, we consider a scenario in which the accelera-
tion region contains a large number of compact magnetic
field condensations (blobs), whose collective volume fill-
ing factor is small. Provided that the particle-blob col-
lision time is long compared to the acceleration time,
these blobs have only a minor impact on the accelera-
tion process. On the other hand, high-energy particles
that eventually collide with these blob regions give rise
to a synchrotron radiation component which can extend
well beyond 100 MeV. Throughout the discussion, we do
not specify the acceleration mechanism, as well as the
nature of the compact magnetic condensations, but fo-
cus on the propagation and radiation of the accelerated
electrons colliding with the dense magnetic blobs.
II. TOY MODEL: MATHEMATICAL
FORMULATION
Although the postulation of magnetic field blobs in-
side the particle accelerator implies that we deal with
a multi-zone scenario, mathematically one can describe
the problem within a one-zone model. In this case, the
description of the process is similar to the so-called leaky-
box approximation which have been successfully applied
to Galactic cosmic rays:
∂n
∂t
+
∂(E˙n)
∂E
+
n
τ
= q(E) . (1)
Here E˙(E) = −E/tsyn(E,B0) is the energy loss rate of
electrons in the main (acceleration) zone, and τ is the
particle – magnetic blob collision time. Within the stan-
dard treatment, these terms are responsible for the con-
tinuous and catastrophic losses of electrons, respectively.
The function q(E) accounts for a phenomenological de-
scription of the acceleration process. Eq. (1) is valid for
particles with energy E > E∗; the boundary energy is
obtained from the solution of the equation:
tsyn(E∗, B∗) = t∗ , (2)
where B∗ is the magnetic field and t∗ is the electron con-
finement time in the blobs. The latter generally depends
on the particle energy. Eq. (1) is derived in Appendix A.
The relevant time-scales are shown in Fig. 1. We assume
that in absence of magnetic blobs the injection spectrum
contains a cutoff at energy Emax which is determined
from the condition tacc(E
max) = tsyn(E
max, B0). We de-
fine this timescale tmin. If the collision time is long com-
pared to the acceleration time up to energyEmax, i.e.
τ > tmin , (3)
then the impact of the magnetic blobs on the maximum
energy of accelerated electrons can be ignored. Addition-
ally, it is also helpful to define another timescale tmax =
tsyn(E∗, B0). The spectral shape of electrons in the cutoff
region depends on the specific acceleration process. Be-
low, we assume that q ∝ E−αexp
[
− (E/Emax)β
]
, where
for simplicity, but without loss of generality, we adopt
α = 2 and β = 1.
In the fast cooling regime, the solution of Eq. (1) is
n(E, t) = − 1
E˙
∞∫
E
dE′ q(E′)exp
[
−τeff(E,E
′)
τ
]
, (4)
where the auxiliary function τeff is
τeff(E,E
′) = −
E′∫
E
dE′′
E˙(E′′)
=
6pim2ec
3
(σtB20)
(
1
E
− 1
E′
)
. (5)
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FIG. 1. Characteristic time scales: the acceleration time in
the main (acceleration) zone, tacc, (red line); the weak field
synchrotron cooling time in the main zone, tsyn(E,B0), (blue
dashed line); the strong field synchrotron cooling time in the
blobs, tsyn(E,B∗), (blue solid line); the confinement time of
the electron in the blobs, t∗, (cyan line). Four characteristic
collision times are considered: the purple curve for τ = tmax,
the green curve for τ =
√
tmintmax, the light blue curve for τ =
tmin, and the orange curve for τ < tmin. Note, the timescales
tmin and tmax are defined as tsyn(E
max, B0) and tsyn(E∗, B0),
respectively.
3Two distinct components of synchrotron emission are
produced in this scenario. In the main zone, the syn-
chrotron radiation produced by electrons with energy dis-
tribution given by Eq. (4), takes a spectral shape of the
form
Lν, 0 =
∫
Pν(B0, E)n(E)dE , (6)
where Pν is the power per unit frequency emitted by
an electron with energy E (see Appendix B). The elec-
trons that enter the blob, with its much stronger mag-
netic field, quickly emit their energy at a rate 1/τ . The
time-averaged energy spectrum of their synchrotron ra-
diation produced in the magnetic blobs is
Lν, ∗ =
1
τ
∫  t∗∫
0
dt Pν(B∗, E(t))

n(E)dE , (7)
where E(t) = E/(1 + t/tsyn(E,B∗)). In Appendix B we
derive a simple analytic approximation that describes the
emission spectrum produced in the blobs.
As demonstrated in Fig. 1, for the condition given
by Eq. (3) two different scenarios exist: τ ≥ tmax and
tmin < τ < tmax. In the first of these regimes, the pres-
ence of magnetic field blobs has a minor impact on the
particle spectrum, i.e., τ ≫ τeff. In the second regime
the particle spectrum is deformed by interactions with
the magnetic blobs, although the maximum energy of
the particle spectrum remains unaffected.
In Figs. 2 and 3, we show the corresponding SEDs pro-
duced in four different collision timescale scenarios illus-
trated in Fig. 1. In these figures two different strengths
of the blob magnetic field, B∗ = 10
2B0 and B∗ = 10
3B0,
are considered. These results show that for certain val-
ues of the collision time considered, the synchrotron ra-
diation produced in the blobs indeed extends up to a
factor B∗/B0 beyond the limit hν
max. However, for the
case of τ > tmax, the overall luminosity of this high en-
ergy emitted component is significantly less than the one
produced in the main zone. Only for the case of small
collision timescales, τ < tmax, is the SED dominated by
the emission produced in the blobs. The dashed curves
in these figures correspond to the emission in the acceler-
ator’s magnetic field B0 and the solid curves correspond
to the emission in the blob’s magnetic field B∗. If par-
ticles enter the strong magnetic field region during the
acceleration process then the maximum attainable en-
ergy can be significantly affected, decreasing the energy
of the SED maximum formed in the blobs (the case of τ4
in Figs. 2 and 3).
III. PHYSICAL JUSTIFICATION OF THE TOY
MODEL
The mathematical model introduced in Sec. II formally
depends on a single parameter, τ . However, there are two
hidden parameters, t∗ and B∗, which determine the en-
ergy range where the leaky box approximation used is
actually valid. Furthermore, the main zone is character-
ized by two parameters: the size, R and the magnetic
field, B0. The question remains whether there exists a
physically meaningful combination of these parameters
which would allow the realization of the radiation sce-
nario illustrated in Fig. 2.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume that there exist
N identical small scale large field blobs of size r∗. The
interaction time of electrons with these blobs lasts a min-
imum duration of t∗ ≃ r∗/c. This interaction time can
be significantly longer if the electron is magnetically con-
fined within the blob. To avoid this complication, we fo-
cus on sufficiently high electron energies (above E∗) such
that the electron life-time is shorter than their minimal
confinement time in the blobs ∼ r∗/c.
For the strong field of the blobs, the geometrical size of
the blob dictates the collision time of the electrons with
them,
τ ≃ R
3
Npir2
∗
c
. (8)
On the other hand, the magnetic field strength of the blob
determines the electron energy above which the leaky-box
treatment remains valid:
E∗ =
6pim2ec
4
σtr∗B2∗
. (9)
The scenario introduced in Sec. II is realized when the
following three conditions are satisfied: (i) tmin < τ <
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FIG. 2. Characteristic spectral energy distributions for four
example cases considered in Fig. 1 (the same line colors for
the cases considered in Fig. 1 are used here also). The dashed
lines indicate the emission from particles in the accelerator
magnetic field (B0), and the solid lines indicate the emission
from particles in the blob magnetic field (B∗ = 10
2B0). The
solid lines show the total overall emission from the two emis-
sion zones.
4tmax, (ii) E∗ ≪ Emax, and (iii) B∗ ≫ B0. The former
condition determines the range forN , and can be fulfilled
without interference with the two other conditions. We
therefore need to check just one condition, E∗ ≪ Emax,
in the limit B∗ ≫ B0:
r∗ ≫ B
2
0
B2
∗
Emaxη
eB0
. (10)
From the application of the maximum energy condition
for a source (“Hillas criterion”) ηEmax/(eB0) < R, it
follows that there should exist a range of r∗ such that
E∗ ≪ Emax and r∗ ≪ R. However, this requires a large
ratio of magnetic fields: B∗ ≫ B0. We also note that
if the acceleration efficiency is low, η ≫ 1, then the
allowed range of r∗ shrinks. The considered radiation
regime can therefore only be realized in extreme acceler-
ators for which η ≈ 1.
Let us estimate the fraction of the magnetic energy in
the blobs required for strong boosting of the radiation
energy. It is determined by the condition τ ≪ tmax:
δwB
wB
= N r
3
∗
B2
∗
R3B20
=
tmax
piτ
≥ 1 . (11)
This implies that significant transformation of the syn-
chrotron spectrum beyond hνmax is possible when the
magnetic energy in the small blobs dominates over the
energy in the main zone magnetic field. Note that this
condition can be realized only in weakly magnetized en-
vironments, where the energy contained in the particles
can provide an ample source for the formation of strong
magnetic fluctuations (blobs).
IV. DISCUSSION
The synchrotron radiation of relativistic electrons is
a unique process that proceeds with high efficiency in
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FIG. 3. The same as Fig. 2 but for B∗ = 10
3B0.
a wide variety of astrophysical environments and spans
from radio to gamma-rays. The typical short time-scales
characterizing the synchrotron cooling of electrons make
this process as the dominant radiation channel not only
at radio wavelengths but also in the relatively low (Sub-
GeV) energy gamma-ray band. This is the case, for ex-
ample, of gamma-ray bursts [5] or the so-called Crab
flares [6]. The characteristic spectral and temporal fea-
tures of this mechanism seem very attractive for interpre-
tation of the fast and energetic phenomena in the very
high energy gamma-ray band as well. One may recall, for
example, the ultrafast VHE gamma-ray flares of blazars
[7, 8] or extension of the gamma-ray spectra of late after-
glows of GRBs [9]. However, the self-regulated cutoff in
the synchrotron spectrum at ≤100 MeV limits the appli-
cability of the process for energies well above 100 MeV
(in the frame of the source).
Synchrotron radiation can be significantly boosted in
sources where the emission region moves relativistically,
hνmax ≃ 100 δ MeV. The Doppler boosting of the maxi-
mum of synchrotron radiation can be naturally realized in
relativistic outflows like the jets of active galactic nuclei
(AGN) and gamma-ray bursts (GRBs). Typically, in the
AGN and late GRB afterglows, the jet’s Doppler factors
do not exceed 100. Thus the Doppler boosting alone can-
not shift the synchrotron radiation to very-high energies,
especially given that in realistic conditions, e.g. with the
inclusion of the presence of dissipative factors like adia-
batic losses or plasma instabilities, the η-parameter may
significantly exceed 1. The consideration of physically
realistic values for η, therefore, exacerbates further the
problem of accounting for emission at the hνmax scale as
being synchrotron in origin.
In this paper, we propose a scenario for the forma-
tion of synchrotron radiation in compact magnetic blobs
located inside the particle accelerator. The blobs do
not participate in the acceleration process but serve as
passive targets where the highest energy electrons accel-
erated in the main zone, are instantly cooled via syn-
chrotron losses, whose spectrum is effectively extended
up to the VHE band. We have developed a simple math-
ematical formalism based on a “leaky box” approach, for
calculations of synchrotron radiation emerging from such
systems. The results of numerical calculations confirm
the qualitative estimates. They demonstrate that the
synchrotron radiation of such systems can be effectively
released in the very-high-energy regime provided that the
magnetic field in the blobs exceeds two or three orders
of magnitude the magnetic field in the accelerator zone.
Although the compact magnetic condensations occupy a
rather small volume inside the accelerator, the total mag-
netic energy in these blobs should significantly exceed
the electromagnetic energy contained in the acceleration
zone. Remarkably, the MHD studies of magnetic ampli-
fication by turbulent dynamo [10] in relativistic outflows
may result in such systems where the magnetic energy is
predominantly contained in compact clumps. Moreover,
this amplification of small scale fields may be a general
5effect [11].
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Appendix A: Leaky-box approximation
Magnetic field fluctuations play a key role in both sink
and source terms in the standard injection-cooling equa-
tion:
∂n
∂t
+
∂(E˙n)
∂E
+
n
τ
− n(E˜)
τ
= q(E) , (A1)
where q(E) is the injection term, n = dNdE is energy-
distribution function, E˙ is energy losses in the main zone
magnetic field, τ is the particle – fluctuation collision
time, E˜(E) is the particle energy that cools down to E
while interacting with the fluctuation. While the par-
ticle is interacting with the fluctuation, it loses energy
via synchrotron emission in the strong magnetic field of
strength B∗. If the interaction time is t∗, then the energy
change is
E˜ =
E
1− t∗/tsyn , (A2)
where E is particle final energy and tsyn(E,B∗)(∝
E−1B−2
∗
) is the synchrotron cooling time in the magnetic
field of strength B∗. One can approximate the above
function as
E˜ =
{
E E < E∗ ,
∞ E ≥ E∗ , (A3)
where E∗ is the solution of equation t∗ = tsyn(E∗, B∗).
For the energy range E > E∗, the above equation takes
a simple form
∂n
∂t
+
∂(E˙n)
∂E
+
n
τ
= q(E) , (A4)
which is identical to the equation for transport of cosmic
ray under the leaky-box approximation. It allows a well-
known analytical solution:
n(E, t) = − 1
E˙
Eeff∫
E
dE′ q(E′)exp
[
−τeff(E,E
′)
τ
]
. (A5)
Here the auxiliary parameters, Eeff and τeff, are
t = −
Eeff∫
E
dE′
E˙(E′)
(A6)
and
τeff(E,E
′) = −
E′∫
E
dE′′
E˙(E′′)
. (A7)
Since the dominant cooling mechanism is synchrotron
losses the above integral can be derived analytically.
Appendix B: Approximated expression for the
synchrotron spectrum
The total emission of a particle that enters a high mag-
netic field region needs to be computed accounting for
the change of the particle energy. To be consistent with
the standard textbook, we operate with the total emitted
energy per frequency:
Eν =
t∗∫
0
Pν(E(t))dt =
√
3e3B∗
mec2
t∗∫
0
Fν(x(t))dt , (B1)
where
F (x) = x
∞∫
x
K5/3(ξ)dξ (B2)
and
x =
4piνm3ec
5
3E20eB0
u2 = ν0u
2 (B3)
(here u = E0/E and the above equation defines ν0). In
Eq. (B1) the particle energy, E(t), depends on the initial
energy, E0, as
E(t) =
E0
1 + t/tsyn(E0, B∗)
(B4)
and
dt = tsyn(E0, B∗)du . (B5)
Although, formally, Eq. (B1) is a four-parameter func-
tion, it is clear that
Eν(E0, B∗, t∗) = Eν(E0, B∗,∞)− Eν(E(t∗), B∗,∞) ,
(B6)
which allows one to reduce the dependence on t∗, and in
what follows we consider Eq. (B1) in the limit t∗ →∞.
Combining the above equations, one obtains
Eν =
√
3e3B∗tsyn(E0, B∗)
mec2
∞∫
1
du ν0u
2
∞∫
ν0u2
dξ K5/3(ξ)
=
√
3e3B∗tsyn(E0, B∗)
mec2
G(ν0) .
(B7)
Changing the integral order allows one to derive one in-
tegral in the auxiliary function analytically:
G(ν0) =
ν0
3
∞∫
ν0
dξ K5/3(ξ)
((
ξ
ν0
)3/2
− 1
)
. (B8)
Using the approach introduced in Khangulyan et al. [12],
we approximate Eq. (B8) with a simple analytic function:
G(x) ≃ G˜(x) = 1.04e
−x
√
x
(
1 + 0.464x
1 + 0.771x
)
g(x) , (B9)
6where
g(x) =
[
1 +
axα
1 + bxβ
]
−1
(B10)
for a = 0.186, α = 0.57, b = 1.75, and β = 1.49. This
approximation has exact asymptotical behavior for x→ 0
and ∞. In the entire range it provides an accuracy of
≃ 0.2% as shown in Fig. 4.
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FIG. 4. Ratio of the exact and approximate function that
describe the synchrotron spectrum accounting for change of
the particle energy.
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